Reporting Essentials using App Studio - Part 2 Self-Study

Course 502S8206
CEUs: .6
Release 8206

Expand your knowledge beyond what you have learned in the Reporting Essentials - Part 1 course. Using App Studio, this class will explore additional concepts and techniques for creating insightful application content through advanced filtering, constructing effective virtual columns, and producing sophisticated reports.

You will learn how to:

- Employ advanced filtering techniques
- Control complex expressions for virtual columns
- Perform calculations directly on column values with prefix operators
- Summarize detailed information easily with cumulative totals, section headings and grand totals

Who Should Take This Course
Application Developers and Report Developers who will be using App Studio to create sophisticated content for WebFOCUS applications.

Prerequisites:
Reporting Essentials using App Studio - Part 1 (Self Study)

Tuition
In U.S. Dollars $600 per student
In Canadian Dollars $600 per student

Schedule
For course dates, please visit the education website at http://education.informationbuilders.com and register today! To schedule at your company site, please contact your local Information Builders Education Account Executive.